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by Kami Garcia
Before Reading
If you were suddenly recruited to join a secret team
charged with saving the world, what talents and
skills could you bring to the table?
Kennedy feels like the outcast of the group because
she hasn’t been taught about The Legion like the
others have. Have you ever experienced a similar situation where you felt like you were the only one
who didn’t know what was going on? How did you
handle it?
After Reading
Kennedy refers to her usual clothing as “her uniform” - black jeans and faded tshirts. What is your personal uniform? Do you generally dress the same each day
or do you like to change it up?
In chapter five, Kennedy is listening to Cure’s “Inbetween Days.” She relates to the
song because she feels like she is trapped in between what her life was and what
it had become. What song do you feel relates to where you are in life right now?
Why?
As the members of The Legion hunt down the pieces of the disk they face many
situations that require great courage. What situations have you faced that required you to do something even though you were scared?
Questions continued on next page...

After Reading cont.
In the climax of the story, Kennedy has to make a critical decision - continue with
the plan or listen to Darien when he tells her something that changes everything
she and the other members of The Legion think they know. What did she decide
and what was the result? What would you have done in her situation?
Who do you think is a better match for Kennedy - Jared or Lukas? Why?

Post Reading Activity
Write a chapter to follow the final chapter in the book from Jared’s point of view.
What is he thinking as Kennedy drives away in the police car? Where does he go
next?
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